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Flat edges for high definition

contouring around the eyes and
nose

Precision tip for blemish and

imperfection coverage

Rounded side for easy blending

on the forehead, cheeks and chin

Designed with revolutionary foam technology to evenly 
blend makeup for a smooth, enhanced finish. Use damp 

or dry.

SPONGE ANATOMY



FOUNDATION

MIRACLE
MIXING SPONGE

Item #

1956

MIRACLE BLOTTING
CUSHIONS

Item #

1493

Item #

1566

4180 41864185



POWDER

1994 2 PACK
4160

POWDER + CASE

074201

POWDER



4157

1993

1990

Powder +Foundation

4187

074203

074209



Item #

4222

MIRACLE
PORE SPONGE + 

PROBIOTICS

Item #

4223

MIRACLE
SKIN SPONGE + 

VEGAN COLLAGEN

Item #

4224

MIRACLE
AIR BLEND SPONGE
+ ANTIMICROBIAL 

INFUSION



Brushes
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Real Techniques Brush Attributes
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BRUSH 101
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®UltraPlush synthetic bristles are

custom-cut for a soft, streak-free finish

Extended aluminum ferrules for light 

weight, easy-to-use application

Prestige inspired numbering system for 

easy reference of your favorite tools

We’ve combined quality materials with innovative designs to
easily create any look.
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Prep
The pre-makeup essentials. From cleansing, 
moisturization, and exfoliation, to relaxation and 
revival; the prep tools prepare your skin for 
seamless, long lasting makeup application.

4065

MIRACLE CLEANSING 
FINGER MITT

4064

MASKING DUO

074208
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The foundation to your coverage - literally! 
This segment includes foundation, contour, 
concealer and powder tools that perfect your 
facial canvas. Each tool features
custom, tapered cuts for seamless looks, giving
you the power to achieve your desired level of
coverage.

Face



EXPERT FACE BRUSH
200

Ultra firm and broad for an airbrushed 
finish. Ideal for liquid or cream 

foundations.

POWDER  
BRUSH

201
For the ideal dusting of powders and 

mineral foundations.

CUSTOM 
COMPLEXION BRUSH

221
Customize your makeup from 

sheer to full coverage of tinted 
moisturizers, foundations or 
concealers with just a click.

MINI EXPERT FACE 
BRUSH

200
Ultra firm and broad for an airbrushed 

finish. Short handle for on-the-go 
application.

Ideal for liquid or cream foundations.

3 levels for
customized
application!

1700 1401 18991411



FOUNDATION
BLENDER

FACE + BODY
BLENDER

1854

1855

1966 4149 4151 1977



074207 074204 4161



From shading, blending, smudging, lining, 
defining and shaping; the Real Techniques® 
eye collection gives you high definition results.
Each brush allows for buildable application 
of any powder or cream eye makeup. From
bold to bare, our eye brushes are designed for
controlled application and an effortless blend,
buff and sweep.
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Eye
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EVERYDAY EYE ESSENTIALS

4153 1967 1910

074210

1991

074206



Let’s get rosy! The Real Techniques® cheek 
segment features brushes and sponges 
designed to enhance your features and lock in 
your look. From an all-over bronze to a 
controlled dusting, each brush works flawlessly 
with any blush, bronzer or highlighter for a 
defining glow.

Cheek
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SHEER RADIANCE FAN

1407 1963

STIPPLING  
BRUSH

4072

BLUSH 
BRUSH

400
Custom-cut to contour and define

cheeks
using powder blush.

1968 1413



REBEL
EDGE MEDIUM

403
Medium cut to dust on powder 

highlighter, bronzer or blush across the 
cheeks.

18961704 402619044150 4163



Whether you are going for an enhanced, 
flawless, sculpted, everyday or rebellious look, 
Real Techniques® sets are designed to meet all 
of your multifunctional needs. From best 
sellers to award winners; this collection is the 
one-stop shop for pro styled tools.
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Sets



EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS
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The must have brushes to complete a flawless all over look!

Miracle Complexion Sponge®: Soft, flexible foam to blend liquid and cream foundation into a
luminous, dewy finish. Use dry for full coverage or damp for a dewy glow

400 Blush: Tapered, soft and fluffy bristles to blend powder blush evenly for a smooth, natural look

200 Expert Face: Firm bristles to buff liquid or cream foundation to a glowing, flawless finish

402 Setting: Soft and fluffy bristles to dust on highlighting or setting powders precisely for natural 
looking illumination

300 Deluxe Crease: Short, dense bristles that layer and blend cream and powder eyeshadows evenly 
into eye crease

Item #

1786



ARTIST ESSENTIALS
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Your go to set to level up your looks.

217 Expert Edge Foundation: Unique, cutting edge brush for precise application of liquid or cream foundation +
contour makeup

317 Smudge Liner: Thin, angled bristles to apply a precise or smudged liquid or cream eyeliner

421 Soft Accent: Soft, tapered cut to blend cream highlighter or blush

425 Lip Smudge: Dense, domed bristles to blend cream lipsticks and liners for a pop of color

420 Spotlight Fan: Ultra-dense, fan shaped head to glide powder contour or highlighter
Item #

1895



Cleansing + 
Storage

New

BRUSH CLEANSING BALM
Extends the life of your brushes by 

removing makeup, oils and impurities. 
Pair with the brush cleansing palette.

Item #

1964

Item #

4067

MAKE UP 
REMOVER PADS



MINIS

074202

074205

074218

17041700


